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7 tips to totally rock
your personal branding
photo shoot
(for camera-shy female entrepreneurs who want to grow their business)
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Hello! I'm Jane, and it's lovely to meet you.
So, let's talk personal branding photos. We know we need them, right? They
help us to get out there, show who we are and what we do, and help our
customers to get to know us, and then buy from us.
But we hate having them done!
That's where I come in. I know that it can be a little scary the other side of the
camera. We don't feel comfortable posing, we don't like our double chin
(*substitute for whichever body part), we want to be thinner first, we're not sure
what to wear... Whatever it is - and it could be several reasons - I've been there
too. So I know how to help. Plus I have years of experience photographing
people and helping them to look their best, and I can do the same for you.
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If you plan your shoot well, you'll feel much more confident in
front of the camera, and your photos will be so much better.
So here are my 7 tips to totally rock your photography shoot...
1. Make a Pinterest board
We're starting here, with some research. Make a secret Pinterest board, and
collect together a selection of personal branding photos that appeal to you.
Include photos that will also appeal to your ideal customer, ideas for locations,
props, colours, outfits, plus poses and photography styles.

2. Choose a fab location that suits you, your business and brand.
Do you or your business identify with a particular location? Do you have a
favourite place to be? Do you work at home, or in a studio or other specific work
space? From the kitchen table, sofa or home office? Do you prefer to be outside,
or would a bar or coffee shop suit you more? What did you like during your
Pinterest research?
Choose somewhere that will give you a few different backdrop options in one
place, or within easy reach of each other - it's much easier not to travel far to get
there, or to change the view.
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3. Choose a photographer who you can get to know, like and trust, and
whose photography style suits you, your business and brand.
When you've thought about location and style, you can research some
photographers who cover that area, and shoot the sort of pictures you would like.
Look through their websites and social media to get to know them a little, read
their blogs, then contact a few for a chat to see if you feel like they'll be a good fit
to work with you.

4. Plan what to wear in advance.
Choose a few outfits to have clean and ready to wear, not forgetting jewellery,
scarves or other accessories to go with them.
Choose to match the location you have decided on - ie a formal suit and heels
won't really go on a muddy country walk or the beach if that's where you want
to be!
Choose outfits to suit your business and your brand - ie if you have a particular
uniform or clothes that you usually wear, have at least some of your photographs
in your chef's whites or yoga outfit or whatever it is.
Most importantly though, choose colours and styles that look good on you. This
will really help lift your confidence, and obviously make you look your best.
Tip: If you're going to be changing on location, wear a vest :)
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5. Plan your props.
Don't forget to think about these, and collect some together ready. As with
everything else, choose to suit you and your business and your brand.
Think about colours and style, and maybe choose some fresh flowers to include.
Pick your favourite coffee mug, or one in a matching colour, a pretty notebook,
your phone/laptop, other favourite item or anything you use all the time. Go
back to your Pinterest board if you need inspiration. Do you make and/or sell
products? Include some of these in the photographs. Anything that will help to
tell your story.

6. Sleep well, eat well, drink well
Now you're all ready for your photo shoot, with everything planned. Make sure
you look after yourself in the run up to the photography session, to help you look
your best. Get lots of sleep, eat well, stay hydrated, enjoy some 'me-time' so you
are feeling and looking your best.

7. Hair and Makeup
Finally, why not plan to enjoy a bit of pampering before the photo shoot, get
your hair cut, and coloured if needed, and maybe even have your make-up done
for you on the day of the shoot. Oh and don't forget your nails!
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So there we go, lots to think about when planning your personal
branding photo shoot, but if you follow these tips it will all help you to
feel more confident, and to get the best out of the time with your
photographer.
...And then you'll get some amazing images that will help to get you
visible, tell your story, connect with your clients, and grow your business.
So go on, go book a branding shoot, get planning, and get ready to rock
those photos!

Thank you for reading, I really hope you found it helpful.
If you'd like to work with me some more, come over to
facebook and join my new group 'Your Brand Story' for lots
more tips to improve your brand images, and/or get in touch
for a chat about your photo shoot!
With thanks to Mel @ Socially Sound for appearing in my photo examples
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